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You're already thinking green if you want to use recycled paper for your business packaging materials. Now you need to think creatively about where to get it. By finding unique sources of recycled paper, you can reduce costs and impact on the environment. It wouldn't be an exaggeration to turn this material into a part-time or internship
position to keep your inventory stable. Take advantage of the waste that your company produces. Employees should save the wrapping paper (and boxes) from the received packages, brown bags on the package, commercial magazines, junk mail and copying paper (provided it does not contain sensitive information). Set up bins in your
offices for easy disposal. Encourage your staff to send a monthly email that estimates how many trees have been saved and perform a companywide benefit they receive (like a delicious free lunch each month), as a direct result of saving your business money. Knock on the neighbors' doors. Send a representative to other companies in
the office building to ask for their own waste to be dumped once a month. If there is a high demand for recycled paper, get aggressive and canvas the whole block (or two or three surrounding) and ask other businesses for the paper. Sell them, giving you the paper pointing out such benefits as having the pickup service get the materials,
emptying the recycle bin faster rather than waiting for the trash days and directly helping your own community. Advertise. Take out ads in your local newspaper to accept magazines, newspapers, butcher's paper, tissue paper and gift wrapping, and highlight the days that the public can throw out. Tell them you want clean and well-
preserved paper. Post notices on local sections on sites like Craigslist Freecycle.org (see Resources) that need recycled paper. Contact your area printers to see if they're willing to leave with unnecessary or waste paper. Newspaper companies are another ideal resource for finding recycled materials. Keep your annual paper drive, which
doubles as thanks to your suppliers. Advertise the event to all sources named in step 1-4. Keep your drive to a fun place like a park or a walkway, and spring for free drinks, meals, family fun and raffle fees. The goodwill gesture is also a business advantage because the public department connects media outlets with the drive, thereby
raising awareness that the company needs material and offering people another outlet for recycling. Buy the product from a supplier. The first step, as always when it comes to recycling, is to have local thinking. You can use the phone book to check if the supplier is near you, so you can reduce the carbon footprint of the product.
Papernuts.com, Nashville Wraps.com and UFP Technologies (see are companies that sell a variety of packaging products. Know... working in a garden full of old standards. Standard. or plastic planters can be very boring. If you dream of breathing a little more life on the greens, just look at the materials you have in your home. Many
household objects can be turned into useless clutter or garbage by unique and creative planters. As long as you are able to support the soil and allow drainage, you can do almost anything. In fact, creating your own planters is not just an opportunity for an enjoyable, practical project; it also helps the environment by recycling objects that
would otherwise end up in a landfill. Flush your garden with unanimity away from the idea on the next page! Advertising Content If you want to have the most unique garden in the area, line up an old dresser among the greens. One of the coolest and most conversation-novice planters is those made from old sinks, sink pools, tubs, and
yes, even toilets. All of these should already have the channel, so unlike most of the choices on the list, you don't have to worry about drilling holes. However, draining bathroom fixtures is usually a little too big for gardening needs, thus preventing water from rushing out too quickly, place a layer of rocks above the hole and at the bottom of
the piece. If the planter will be inside, you will need to place a mat or small bucket under the opening to catch the leak. Advertisement If the luminaire drain system is set up, you are ready to do your dirty work. Just wrap the flower pot soil and choose the plants you want to use. Instead of throwing old kicks in the trash, consider turning
them into an exceptionally fun home for the plant. In particular, old work boots or rain boots work very well, not only because they're large in size, but also because they're stronger than the average stiletton. First, collect footwear, two plants, flower pot soil, small rocks and drills (or hammers and nails). The most important part of making
footwear - and many other planters we are talking about - is drilling holes to allow drainage. Carefully use the drill to create small holes in the bottom of the shoe, a few inches away. Place some rocks at the bottom to help the water drain and keep the holes clogging. Then wrap it in a layer of flower pot soil and start planting! Ad We all
have old buckets and plastic tubs lying around, so instead of letting them sit in some dusty corner, why not do something productive with them? Just wash all containers thoroughly; then cut holes in the lower drainage. Large buckets and tubs make large homes for plants because they can hold as much soil. Therefore, you can plant more
smaller plants or single larger specimens that need a little more space than dwarf citrus trees. However, even if there are several drainage holes (and then tank this size), it can also be difficult to get all the to escape when the tub or bucket is lying on the ground. To prevent oversaturation and root rot, use wooden planks to lift the
container a few inches from the ground. Advertisement Many pieces of furniture can be transformed into interesting and functional planters. In particular, chairs with wicker seats are ideal. However, anything that is relatively easy to cut a hole, anything that is relatively easy to cut through a hole will do. First of all, decorate the chair any
way you want. Then make a hole in the seat so that a standard potted plant slips into it without going through it. If you are converting a small dresser or similar element, first weatherproof it with a sealant. Then cut out the holes so that the air flows into the drawers below. Then drill a few holes in the bottom of each drawer drainage and fill
them with soil. Be sure to cascading the drawers to display your plants to the fullest potential. If the dresser is too heavy or feels tilted forward, attach it to an outer wall or put it on a stake against a tree or soil. Advertisement This idea works exceptionally well in gardens with antique or rustic feelings. Just drill a few holes for drainage at the
bottom of each tank - a few inches off the ground if you have to - then add the soil and compost. That's it - your plants are ready to grow! Although a crate, barrel or barrel looks good on its own, adding several wooden containers to the garden makes for a great theme. Try mixing and matching items of different sizes, or combine your
garden with several large, strategically placed barrels. Advertising To create a hanging planter using blue jeans or overalls, you will need two plants inside plastic containers, scissors, wire and some old denim clothes. Start by planting all the pants on your feet. Poke small holes a few inches away from the entire jeans, perming the plastic
container of the plant as well. Weave the wire through the holes you just cut out. Once you've gone all around, twist the end of the wire together to secure the cargo hold. To build the hanging device, cut three equal pieces of wire. Hold all three pieces and twist them together on top until you've got about 4 inches. Take this twisted part and
bend it into a hook like the top of a clothes hanger. Then spread the three wires like the legs of a tripod. At both ends, stick the wire inside the vegetation and wrap around the existing wire structure many times over. To further strengthen the denim planter, simply add a layer of super glue on top of the hanging device and the end of each
wire. Ad Looking for the ultimate way to recycle? Use disposable goods as plant containers. Milk jug and 2 liter bottles, for example, make excellent homes for plants. All you have to do is cut off the lower part of the tank; thoroughly wash with soap and water; make several small holes drainage; Fill soil and plant the seeds. As any
environmentalist would say even though these containers are made to be used once and discarded, they are not biodegradable and can be reused several times in the garden. Advertisement Pots, pots, cookies and baskets all have excellent plantation potential. Of course, drainage should be achieved with the right drill bit and a certain
amount of care for glass or ceramic objects. Like other recycled planters, simply fill the soil and plant away if drainage holes have been created. In addition to a great use for old or cracked dishes, you can also convert used pots and pans into planters. Use a metal drill bit to create holes, then paint pots and pans, remove handles or make
other aesthetic changes to suit your personal vision! Not all materials are ideal, however. Cast iron may rust, and other metals may also react to minerals in the soil. Be sure to know what the container is made of before you use it as a planter and carefully examine it before you start the project. Ad What says gardening is more like an old
wheelbarrow? It's easy to turn this reliable device into a permanent part of the crèède. And it doesn't matter what material the wheelbarrow's bed is made of. Metal, wood or plastic are all fine, although you'll have to drill drainage holes for anything but wood. All you have to do is find a place in the garden, plant the wheelbarrow firmly in the
soil and fill the bed with dirt, maybe some compost and whatever plants you want to grow. Advertising We don't recommend converting your yacht (or even your fishing boat) into a home for plants, but if you have an old wooden boat that will never cruise the lake again, it will be a very cool and unique addition to your garden. Best of all, it
doesn't matter what condition the ship is in. Whether you have holes and peeling paint or just finished applying a new layer of varnish, it's sure to be a conversation starter. There's no bad way to do this project. We're not talking about plastic tubs or old shoes, we're talking about a boat. You can put it anywhere, and it'll stand out. You can
simply tip it to the side, fill the soil, and it's at the heart of your garden or bury it all but the prow on the ground, so it looks like an ancient shipwreck that sprouted loads of plant life. Virtually every plant you might want to add to your garden will work here, from flowers to dwarf trees. For more gardening tips, check out the links on the next
page. Are you looking for some fun recycled craft ideas? Check out these 10 recycled craft ideas in this article. Dictionary. Cooper. 23, 2012, in Http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/cooperGabriel, Elizabeth. Potting plants is worth the money: It's just about anything to thrive in a pot. Sierra Star. June 6, 2008 (April 20, 2009) Thinkquest.
Wheelbarow, i'm sorry. of 23 January 2012 23.) Levi Strauss: Who created America? April 21, 2009 (January 6, 2012) Diane. Houseplant Safety. Virginia cooperative extension. April 1997. (April 20, 2009) 2009)
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